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1. (Two related problems on permutations)

a) (Decorated permutations)

Let DP be the number of decorated permutations and DPk be the number of
decorated permutations with exactly k −'s. Then, summing over all possible k,
we have by the sum principle that DP =

∑n
k=0 DPk, since obviously no permuta-

tion is being included in two di�erent DPi and the sum exhausts the possibilities
for the number of −'s . Furthermore, DPk =

(
n
k

)
(n− k)!, where the combination

counts the number of choices for the k elements with a − sign, and the factorial
gives the di�erent permutations for the other n − k elements. We don't worry
about the elements with a + sign because once the number of −'s is �xed, the
other �xed elements of the permutation have to be assigned a +, thus there are
no choices being excluded in the counting. Finally, summing up we obtain:

DP =
n∑

k=0

(
n

k

)
(n− k)! = n!

n∑
k=0

1

k!
∼ n!e

b) (Average length of �rst run)

For the �rst run to have length at least m, the �rst m elements of the permuta-
tion have to be ordered as w1 < w2 < ... < wm; an equivalent set of conditions is
w1 < w2 and (w1 < w2) < w3 and ... and (w1 < ... < wm − 1) < wm where the
parentheses are added for clarity of the argument. Note that the �rst condition
is ful�lled with probability 1/2, since when two numbers are picked up uniformly
half the times the second will be larger than the �rst. Similarly, the third element
will be greater than the �rst two with probability 1/3 and the m condition will
have probability 1/m. Multiplying, we obtain that the �rst run will have length
at least m with probability qm = 1/m!.

The length of the �rst run will be exactly m if it is at least m but is not greater
than m, thus, the probability is given by pm = qm − qm+1 = 1/m! − 1/(m + 1)!
if m < n and pn1/n! otherwise. Let us call the average over all permutations El;
it will be:
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El = p1+2p2+ ...+npn = (q1− q2)+2(q2− q3)+ ...+(n−1)(qn−1− qn)+nqn =

= q1 + q2 + ...+ qn =
n∑

k=1

1

k!
∼ e− 1

c) (average length of m run)

Let qmk be the probability that the �rst m runs have length at least k. We know
that the number of permutations with exactly m runs is given by the Eulerian
number A(n,m) since a permutation with m− 1 descents has m runs. This prob-
ability can be calculated by multiplying the number of permutations of [k] with
at most m runs with 1

k! , which is the probability that a our set has length at least
k. This implies:

qmk =
1

k!
(A(k, 1) +A(k, 2) + ...+A(k,m))

Now, substract qmk−qm(k+1) to obtain the probability that the �rst m runs have
total length exactly k. From this we can obtain the average length of the �rst m
runs, L≤m:

L≤m = (qm1 − qm2) + 2(qm2 − qm3) + 3(qm3 − qm2) + ... =

= qm1 + qm2 + qm3 + ...

Based on this, the average length of the m run is:

L≤m − L≤(m−1) = (qm1 − q(m−1)1) + (qm2 − q(m−1)2) + (qm3 − q(m−1)3)... =

= (
1

1!
(A(1, 1)+A(1, 2)+ ...+A(1,m))− 1

1!
(A(1, 1)+A(1, 2)+ ...+A(1,m−1)))+

(
1

2!
(A(2, 1)+A(2, 2)+...+A(2,m))− 1

1!
(A(2, 1)+A(2, 2)+...+A(2,m−1)))+... =

=
1

1!
A(1,m) +

1

2!
A(2,m) + ... =

∑
k≥1

1

k!
A(k,m)
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Observe that this counts where done without taking n into account. Since n is
�xed, the number there is a correlated limit for the number of runs and its lengths
which has to be used when calculating L≤m. This limit will de�ne the number of
summands that are chosen in our result to calculate the average for the speci�c n.

2. (Avoiding patterns of length 3)

In class we already found a bijection between Dyck paths and 321-avoiding permuta-
tions. Let us do the same construction but taking the path Q rather than P, where Q
goes from the bottom-left corner to the upper-right corner. The fact that Q is a Dyck
path for any permutation follows from the same proof shown in class, by inverting the
diagram. To show that this is a bijection between 132-avoiding permutations and Dyck
paths we follow the same process of giving the inverse trasnformation:

Rotate the Dyck path counterclockwise so as to put it in the grid appropiately. Draw a
green X in every of the m corners that are below the path. It remains to �ll a subgrid
of size k ∗ k, where k = n −m. This is done exactly as in class, start drawing a blue
X in the upper-left corner (if it is above the path choose the �rst permissible square
that is bellow it), in the next column draw and X one step below and so on (if the
�rst k upper-left corners were not permissible there will be k X left to draw; from the
remaining columns, which are to the left of the ocuppied ones, and rows, which are
below all, select the upper-left corner and repeat the process).

Let us suppose that the �rst upper left corner is below the path. We have the green
X's in ascending order and the blue X's in descending order; for any triplet of X's
there have to be at least two of the same color, then if the second X is below the �rst,
which can only occur if they are not both green, the third has to be above the �rst
(if the third is green) or below the second (if the third is blue). Thus, we have built a
132-avoiding permutation. It is unique because if to blue X's are interchanged one 132
sequence is produced, namely, join any green X that is before the �rst blue X to the
interchanged pair, this triplet is a 132-sequence.

If the �rst k upper-left corners are not permissible, the grid will be divided in disjoint
subgrids in which all the blue X's are in descendent order. This grids are in turn in
ascendent order in the sense that more to the right a subgrid is located, higher the
position of its �rst blue X's relative to all the X's of the grids to the left. Within each
subgrid all is reduced to the case already checked. If we take three green X's, nothing
changes; if we take three blue X's from di�erent subgrids the possible sequences are
231, 213, 321 and 312; if we take a green one, we obtain these same sequences because
a blue X in a chosen subgrid does not distinguish blue and green X's from a subgrid to
its left and the �rst blue X's in the subgrids to its right would behave as a green X. In
conclusion we have proven that this transformation is a bijection, hence the number
of 132-avoiding permutations is also the Catalan number cn.

If we invert the permutations, sending w1w2...wn to wn...w2w1 it is clear that we ob-
tain a bijection between 321-avoiding permutations and 123-avoiding permutations as
well as between 132-avoiding permutations and 231- avoiding permutations. Finally
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